
Requirements

 4 1 square - 7” x 7” for background.

 4 1 square - 7” x 7” for appliqué

 4 Erasable fabric pen, chalk pen or silver gel pen.

 4 Basting thread

Block Assembly

1. Fold the 7” x 7” background quare in quarters and press to 
find the center.

2. Mark design on right side of fabric and cut the appliqué 
fabric,leaving a scant ¼” seam allowance around the traced 
line.

3. Baste the appliqué to the center of the background fabric. 

4. Hand turn the ‘Fleur de Lei’ appliqué to background fabric.

5. Trim the block to 6 ½” x 6 ½” square.
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Appliqué is my favourite kind of handwork; it’s 
the perfect project to keep tucked away in a bag 
for long plane rides, train rides across Europe, 
or long waits at the dentist office. The mix of 
Hawaiian appliqué style and French fleur de 

lis design in this block makes it easy for me to 
daydream that I am sitting on a beach in Hawaii 

or at a cafe in Paris while sitting at my daughter’s 
dance studio and music lessons. This Fleur de Lei 
block is a little bit French and a little bit Hawaiian.  

I used the Hawaiian appliqué technique with 
the well-known French Fleur de Lis motif.  I like 
learning about techniques and traditions from 

around the world and then making them my own.

Fleur de Lei
Lynn Harris

Finished Block Size 6” x 6”

for the Splendid Sampler ™
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Seam allowance not included



© Copyright 2015 Lynn Harris This pattern is for personal use only. It 
cannot be used for commercial purposes. It cannot be copied or distributed 

in any format. It cannot be used with distribution of any product, including 
kits or made into a pattern for re-sale without the written permission from 

the designer .
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1/4” seam allowance


